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Maintaining clean surfaces is critical in healthcare and bio-science activities.  Reducing
surface porosity is the key to creating a hostile environment for micro- organisms.

Traditionally, sterilizer chambers have been finished by a bead-blasting process
providing a uniform satin appearance at low cost.  These chambers quickly loose their
satin appearance and become stained as the porous surface fills with contaminants
from steam or the materials being processed.  The contamination can not be
effectively removed since it is embedded in the porous surface.

PRIMUS has taken this concept one step further with it’s full range of steam sterilizers.
High quality surface finishes are typically required in production facilities of injectable
pharmaceutical products. Surface finish requirements are for Ra values less than 10Ra.
The Pri-Mirror® chamber finish, standard in all PRIMUS models features a manually
polished surface that exceeds this requirement. Formally, the specification reads <10Ra
but profolimeter measurements confirm readings of 3-4 Ra. Available by multiple
manufacturers in the BioPharmaceutical market, PRIMUS is unique in that it’s Lab,
Vivarium and Clinical models all feature this design.

PRIMUS developed the Pri-Mirror® reflective finish on solid 316L stainless steel. It’s the
smoothest, most durable surface in the industry, achieved with a unique process of
polishing stainless steel to <10uin. Ra or better. The result is a non-porous surface that is
easy to clean and hostile to microorganisms. The non-oxidizing surface does not discolor
and maintains it clean, smooth, reflective qualities over years of service.

The Pri-Mirror® finish is accomplished through a process of sanding the inside of the
chamber with a single action 220 grit sand paper and a dual action 600 grit sand paper.
DA is used to refine, then the chamber is polished in square 4-6” sections throughout with
polishing comppound and finished with buffing of the chamber.

The Pri-Mirror® finish requires a significant labor and material investment and
demonstrates the company’s dedication to the highest of quality standards.

PRI-MIRROR® FINISH SETS PRIMUS APART


